Creating your prosperity & abundance blueprint!

HOW TO
CREATE YOUR PERSONAL WEALTH CORNER

Think of it as your personal (or your family’s) prosperity altar, plus energizer

If you want to create a dedicated prosperity corner in your home, it is best done in the South-East
(SE), the place of wealth in the traditional 8 Aspirations school.
It can also be done in North or North-West (NW).
Alternatively, it is also a very good idea to create your prosperity corner in your Personal Wealth and
Success Sector, based on a compass direction. Your personal wealth direction is determined based on
your KUA Number.
Your personal KUA Number is calculated, and a full report on your wealth, success, personal
development, relationships, family and health directions, elements, colors, energizers, and more is
included with Your Personal Feng Shui Empowerment &Success Report!

Once your prosperity corner is created, keep it very clean, constantly updated with fresh ingredients. In
most cases (unless you have annual No. 5 or No. 2 flying stars flying into this sector) you want to keep
your Prosperity Corner well-lit. You can also choose to meditate on your prosperity, imagining
boundless, effortless and benevolent abundance flowing to you (it is important that this happens
without harming anyone else, otherwise the law of cause and effect will generate adverse karma).
Important! Your prosperity corner is most effective effective in the following rooms: living room,
family room, entry hall, your office or study. As the last resort, it can be created in the dining room.
DO NOT place your prosperity corner in the kitchen or bathroom! That will cause your wealth to be
drained. If you live in a small place and have to use your bedroom, this can be done, but it’s best to
relocate it to one of the rooms mentioned above as soon as you can.

HOW TO
Usually, you would create your prosperity corner using the well-known prosperity and wealth
energizers, as well as the energizers appropriate for this specific compass direction, based on the 5
Elements and 8 Aspirations.

Examples of a prosperity corner Chinese New Year displays:

How to create your prosperity corner by compass direction or sector
South-East:
As it is a place of small wood, use flowers,
lucky bamboo, orange or money tree to
stimulate and energize wealth.
They have to be healthy, lush and green.

Also use the prosperity envelopes filled with I Ching coins and cash. Additionally, you can successfully
place an auspicious bowl of fruit here! Gold ingots with amethyst and crystal balls in an auspicious
bowl will work well (see my example of an auspicious ingot bowl below!)
North:
As it is the place of water and fish, use water fountain or auspicious images of fish here.

Water is energized by metal, so it is fabulous to energize your North prosperity corner with Chinese
coins. 1, 6, 8 or 9 coin sets will work.

North-West:
It is the place of big metal, deities and divine help. Therefore, use metal energizers here. Prosperity
energizing deities, such as Laughing Buddha with coins or gold ingots, Kwan Kung, or Fuk, Luk and
Sau.
Also use I Ching coin sets tied with red or gold ribbon, with or without red envelopes.
Gold ingots are great here. Real gold and/or silver coins are terrific to display as well.

Bronze three wise men Fuk, Luk and Sau

My Laughing Buddha with coins

My Fuk, Luk and Sau set in the NW corner.

Gold-framed mirror, and gold fruit plaques above the mirror – these are perfect for the Big Metal of the
North-West. Golden citrine crystals energize metal.

Real gold and/or silver coins and bars can be displayed (or kept hidden) in NW

Creating Wealth Corner according to your KUA number
My wealth and success direction, based on my KUA number, is South, with number 9. South is the
place of fire and sun; it also corresponds with the color red and colorful birds. South also works
fabulously with fruits and red, auspicious berries.
To energize wealth, I decided to use the images of birds, namely peacocks – one of the beloved Feng
Shui symbols. I filled my red envelopes with I Ching coins and a set of 9 Emperors Coins and put all
that in the gold lattice gift box.

My Southern Wealth Corner
Russian prosperity bowl in auspicious red and gold color, with hand-painted lush strawberries on it, is
filled with gold coins and 8 Chinese gold ingots with carved auspicious symbols.
I’ve lined the bottom with several pieces of amethyst, and added the smooth clear quartz, red jasper and
golden citrine crystal balls for smoothness and to energize my gold.
You’ll also notice that I’ve added a round, like the sun, red sunflower plate, hand-painted platters
depicting cornucopia and prosperous harvest, and pillows with prosperity tree, elephants and peacocks.
There are also 9 oranges – 9 is the number of the South.
Also

Also displayed in the South: three peacocks are protecting the gold lattice gift box filled with 8
prosperity envelopes with I Ching coins, plus a set of 9 coins tied with red string.

More images of my Southern wealth corner, where I also meditate:
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